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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case 
This is a civil rights case m which the appellant ("O'Kel-ly"), a pro se 
incarcerated inmate, filed a complaint claiming that his due process rights were violated 
when he was convicted of four disciplinary offenses and placed in Administrative 
Segregation for predatory sexual activity. The District Court granted the Defendants 
motion for summary judgment. 
B. Proceedings Below 
O'kel-ly filed a lengthy complaint in Clearwater County. (CR000014-001502). 
He was ordered to file a condensed ten-page complaint, which he did. (CR001503-1513). 
Venue was transfen-ed to Ada County. (CR002198). O'Kel-ly then filed a lengthy 
amended complaint in District Court (CR.001524-002198). The District Court ordered 
that the complaint be condensed to thirty pages. O'Kel-ly complied. (CR 002199-
2228). The Defendants then moved to dismiss most of the claims and individual 
Defendants under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). The motion was granted. (CR 002229-002240). 
The paiiies then filed cross motions for summary judgment The Defendants' 
motion was supported by the Affidavit of Kevin Burnett. Attached thereto were a 
number of exhibits consisting of the Disciplinary Offense Reports at issue and 
documentation of O'Kel-ly's stay in Administrative Segregation.1 The district court 
granted the Defendants' motion dismissing the case in its entirety and granting judgment 
1 Although this Affidavit is contained in the register of actions and relied on by the 
district court, it has been inadvertently omitted from the Clerk's record. Mr. Burnett's 
Affidavit is attached as Appendix A. 
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in favor of the defendants. (CR 002241-50). O'Kel-ly timely appealed. (CR 002252-
56). 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The facts in this case are relatively simple but narrowing them down is difficult 
because of the length of O'kel-ly's pleadings, his propensity to add innumerable 
defendants and causes of action and the many motions he filed in the lower court. The 
case started in Clearwater County in 2008 where O'Kel-ly filed an extremely lengthy 
complaint. (CR000014-001502). The complaint appeared to be essentially a narrative 
about prison life and contained numerous defendants. Defendants filed a motion for a 
more definite statement which was granted. An order was entered requiring the complaint 
to be condensed to ten pages, which O'Kel-ly complied with. (CR001503-1513). After 
O'kel-ly was transferred to a prison in Boise, he moved to transfer venue to Ada County 
which was granted. (CR001520-1522). 
On April 16, 2009, the case was assigned to District Judge Richard Greenwood. 
After numerous procedural issues not relevant to this appeal, on September 28, 2009 
Judge Greenwood issued an order granting O'kel-ly leave to file a thi1iy page complaint. 
On November 16, 2009, O'kel-ly filed the abbreviated complaint which appeared to 
contain thirteen causes of action and at least ten different defendants. (CR002 l 99-2228). 
On January 13, 2010, Defendants then filed a motion to dismiss most of the claims and 
defendants pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). 
On June 3, 2010, the District Court granted the majority of Defendants' motion to 
dismiss. (CR 002229-2240) As to the remaining causes of action and defendants, 
quoting directly from the decision, the Court held: 
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In conclusion, the plaintiff has alleged sufficient facts to proceed 
against defendants Aldrin, Welch and Sterling for violation of his 
constitutional rights at his administrative hearing. Likewise, the plaintiff 
may be able to prove constitutional deprivation during his various DOR 
hearings against Defendants Welch and Roane. There are also sufficient 
facts alleged to suppo1t a cause of action for use of excessive force against 
defendants Marshall, Alberts and Larson. 
(CR 002239) 
After many more motions by O'kel-ly, the Defendants moved for summary 
judgment on April 28, 2011 supported by the affidavit of Kevin Burnett and Officer 
William Alberts. On July 1, 2011, the District Court granted the motion. (CR002241-
2250). As to O'kel-ly's claim that his due process rights were violated in connection with 
the four DOR's he was issued, the Court held that because O'Kel-ly only received 
between 5-30 days in administrative segregation for the offenses, he did not have a 
protected libe1iy interest wananting the application of procedural due process. (CR 
002245). The Court also held that O'kel-ly's right to procedural due process was not 
violated when he was placed in long-ten11 administrative due process. (CR 002245). 
Finally, the CoUii held that O'Kel-ly Eighth Amendment right to be free of cruel and 
unusual punishment was not violated. The officers' use of force was justified because 
O'Kel-ly was defying orders and approaching an officer in a confined space. 
(CR002246-2248). This appeal followed. (CR002252-56). 
ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
O'Kel-lypresents the following issues on appeal. 
1. "Did the District Court Abuse its discretion and/or err [in] granting 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment" 
3 
2. "Was the punishment resulting from Appellant's finding of guilt Disciplinary 
Offense Reports atypical and significant? 
The Defendants wish to restate the issues as: 
l. O'Kel-ly has failed to show that the District Court erred in granting summary 
judgment. 
2. The finding of guilt in O'Kel-ly's Disciplinary Offense Repo11s did not result in 
an atypical and significant deprivation when compared to what he might expect in 
the ordinary course of prison life? 
STANDARD OF REVIKW 
The standard of review on appeal from an order granting summary judgment 1s 
the same standard that is used by the district court in ruling on the motion. Baxter v. 
Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 170 (2000). Summary judgment is appropriate only when the 
pleadings, depositions, affidavits and admissions on file show that there is no genuine 
issue of material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. McCabe 
v. Craven, 145 Idaho 954 (2008). 
To detennine whether there is an abuse of discretion this Court considers if: (1) 
the court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) the court acted within the 
boundaries of such discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable thereto; 
and (3) the court reached its decision by an exercise of reason. State v. Pierce, I 50 Idaho 
1,244 P.3d 145 (2010). 
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ARGUMENT 
1. O'Kel-ly has failed to show that the Court erred in granting 
Defendants' Cross Motion for Summary Judgment. 
O'Kel-ley's twenty-seven page brief does not appear to contain any cognizable 
statement, much less a legal or factual analysis, as to how the District Court abused its 
discretion. The brief is a long narrative interspersed with legal citations with no point. In 
short, O'Kel-ly fails to "connect the dots" to produce an argument as to how or why the 
District Court e1rnneously entered judgment on behalf of the Defendants. An issue is 
waived if unsuppmied by argument and authority, East v. West One Bank, 120 Idaho 226, 
231, 815 P.2d 35, 40 (CL App. 1991). En-or is not presumed on appeal and the Court will 
not search the record for unspecified e1rnrs. State v. Crawford, 104 Idaho 840, 841, 663 
P.2d 1142, 1143 (Ct. App. 1983). 
A review of the district court's "Memorandum Decision Re Cross Motions for 
Summary Judgment" (CR 002241-50) shows the Court applied the correct standard in 
considering the parties cross-motions for summary judgment. The District Court noted 
that the parties were in agreement as to most of the facts. To the extent there was 
disagreement the district court construed the facts in favor ofO'Kel-ly. (CR 002241). 
First, the District Court viewed the case as one containing no genuine issues of 
material fact and thus subject to summary disposition. Second, the District Court issued a 
decision that set out the relevant facts (CR 002241-43), applied the proper legal standard 
by construing disputed facts in O'Kel'ly's favor (CR 002243-44), and engaged in a 
detailed analysis of the issues before it. (CR 002244-49). 
The lack of what appears to be a specific challenge to any of the District Court's 
conclusions cannot be understated. Appellees simply cannot discern an identifiable 
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argument by O'Ke1-ly as to how the District Court erred. O'Kel-ly's failure to identify 
any error on the pai1 of the District Court coupled with a review of the District Court's 
decision leads to the conclusion that the District Court acting properly in granting 
summary judgment to the defendants. 
2. The finding of guilt in O'Kel-ly's Disciplinary Offense Reports did not 
result in an atypical and significant deprivation when compared to 
what he might expect in the ordinary course of prison life. 
The gravamen of O'Kel-ly's argument appears to be that he suffered an "atypical 
and significant" deprivation because he was designated as a sexual predator by prison 
staff. At the outset of his brief he declares that he was retaliated against for exercising his 
First Amendment right to engage in sexual activity while in prison. See, Appellant's 
Brief p. 6 . He goes to great lengths to state that he is not a predator, but was punished for 
engaging in consensual sex while in prison. See, Appellant's Brief p.24. 
This is a distinction without a difference. There is no First Amendment right to 
engage in sex of any kind while incarcerated. Furthen11ore, sexual contact, consensual or 
not, is prohibited and thereby subject to discipline including removal from the general 
prison population for an extended period of time. The question raised on appeal is 
whether O'Kel-ly's separation from the prison population resulting from his admitted 
sexual behavior, constituted an atypical and significant deprivation of what might be 
expected by any prisoner thereby violating his constitutional rights. The district court 
correctly deten11ined it did not. 
a. Prison disciplinary claims. 
Both the United States Supreme Court and the Idaho Supreme Court have 
imposed strict limits on the procedural due process protections enjoyed by prisoners in 
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prison disciplinary hearings. Procedural due process does not apply in prisoner 
disciplinary hearings unless the sanctions imposed result in: (1) an atypical and 
significant hardship outside the ordinary incidents of prison life or (2) the sanctions 
imposed will inevitably effect the duration of a prisoner's sentence. Sandin v. Conner, 
515 U.S. 472,484, l 35 S.Ct. 2293, 2300 (l 995), Schevers v. State, 129 Idaho 573, 930 
P.2d 603 (1996). Simply stated, Dnder Sandin and Schevers there is no right to present 
evidence, call or cross examine witnesses or to have staff member representation unless 
the sanctions imposed create a major disruption in a prisoner's living environment or 
extend his sentence. 
As the District Court noted, in its discussion of the facts of Sandin a 
Hawaii prisoner was given thirty days segregation for a major disciplinary 
infraction. The United States Supreme Court held that: 
"The record shows that, at the time of Conner's punishment, 
disciplinary segregation, with insignificant exceptions, mirrored 
those conditions imposed upon imnates in administrative 
segregation and protective custody." 
Sandin, 515 U.S. at 486, 115 S.Ct. at 230 l. ( Emphasis added). 
As to the thirty-day duration of Conner's confinement the Court 
found that: 
Id. 
Thus, Conner's confinement did not exceed similar, but totally 
discretionary, confinement in either duration or degree of 
restriction. Indeed, the conditions at Halawa involve significant 
amounts of "lockdown time" even for inmates in the general 
population. Based on a comparison between inmates inside and 
outside disciplinary segregation, the State's actions in placing him 
there for 30 days did not work a major disruption in his 
environment. 
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In Schevers, supra the Idaho Supreme Court adopted the holding in 
Sam/in. Schevers, an Idaho prisoner, was found guilty in a prison disciplinary 
hearing of possession of methamphetamine. The hearing officer sentenced 
Schevers to fifty-five days disciplinary segregation with five days credited for 
time served. In addition, Schevers, a minimum custody prisoner at the time, was 
reclassified to medium custody and lost many of the privileges associated with his 
minimum custody classification. These included work privileges, radio, 
television, tobacco (at that time) coffee, hobbycraft and access to his personal 
property. Schevers, 129 Idaho at 576-577, 930 P.2d at 606-7. 
The Idaho Supreme Court held: 
Schevers argues that in his case, disciplinary segregation was an atypical 
and significant hardship, detailing the burdens of his punishment. He also 
attempts to distinguish his situation from that in Sandin by arguing that 
since he was in minimum security, instead of the maximum security in 
which Conner was being held, his move to disciplinary segregation was an 
atypical and significant hardship. We note the rationale of the Seventh 
Circuit when it considered the case of a prisoner who had also listed the 
hardships of segregation. There, the court stated that "[ w]e do not believe, 
however, that his catalogue of harms greatly exceeds what one could 
expect from prison life generally, as '[!]awful imprisonment necessarily 
makes unavailable many rights and privileges of the ordinary citizen, a 
retraction justified by the considerations underlying our penal system.' " 
Williams v. Rmnos, 71 F.3d at 1249 (quoting Woljfv. McDonnell, 418 
U.S. at 555, 94 S.Ct. at 2974 (1974)). 
Given that he was originally in minimum security, Schevers' move to 
disciplinary segregation and subsequent reclassification to medium 
security certainly presented a change, pmiicularly since he no longer 
received some minimum security privileges, including work privileges, 
television, radio, tobacco, coffee, hobbycraft, and access to his personal 
property. However, deprivation of those items does not represent a serious 
depaiiure from what one would nonnally expect from prison life. While 
Schevers no doubt suffered some hardship when he was transferred to 
disciplinary segregation, that hardship cannot be characterized as 
"significant" and "atypical", particularly since his disciplinary sentence 
was 55 days not much more than the time period in Sandin, ... To hold that 
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the loss of those privileges gave rise to a protected liberty interest would 
be to ignore the Supreme Comt's analytical shift from focus on regulations 
to a focus on hardship. [n addition, we are mindful, as was the United 
States Supreme Court, that the goals of incarceration and successful prison 
management necessitate the retraction of those privileges and rights 
enjoyed by citizens who are not incarcerated. 
, 129 Idaho at 576-577 
In this case, O'Kel-ly alleged that his due process rights were violated in 
connection with four separate disciplinary hearings: DOR #060060 Amended Complaint 
i/73 (CR 002212); DOR 060113 Amended Complaint ~Bl(CR 002213); DOR 060139 
Amended Complaint ~]90 (CR 002214); and DOR 060168 Amended Complaint ~111 (CR 
002216). To the extent he brings fmward other disciplinary proceedings in this appeal, 
they were not adjudicated by the district court and therefore are being raised for the first 
time on appeal. As such they are not properly before this court. A review of those four 
disciplinary hearings shows that unquestionably, there was no atypical and significant 
hardship imposed as a result of the findings of guilt. Hence O'Kel-ly's claim of error 
fails. 
DOR# 060060. Amended Complaint, 173-80 (CR 002212). 
A copy of this DOR can found as exhibit A attached to the accompanying 
affidavit of Kevin Burnett. O'Kel-ly admitted to manipulating staff and the sanction 
given was placement in segregation for five days with credit for the amount of time spent 
in segregation awaiting his hearing. Hence, as a practical matter O'Kel-ly served no time 
in disciplinary segregation. Obviously this does not approach the thirty days spent in 
disciplinary segregation found constitutional in Sandin and the fifty- five days spent in 
disciplinary segregation found constitutional in Schevers. No atypical conditions of 
confinement were alleged by O'Kel-ly. The length of his sentence was unaffected. 
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Thus under the standards set by Scl1evers and Sandin procedural due process protections 
do not apply. Although the District Comi did not discuss each DOR individually, it held 
that since the sanctions imposed ranged between 5-30 days, there was no basis for 
concluding that O'Kel-ly suffered a significant or atypical hardship. (CR 002245). 
DOR #060113. Amended Complaint 181-89 (CR 002213). 
A copy of this DOR is attached to the affidavit of Kevin Burnett as exhibit B. 
O'Kel-ly was sanctioned for unauthorized contact with another inmate. He alleged in the 
case below that he was denied a staff hearing representative in the disciplinary hearing 
for this offense. He also alleges that an officer, Officer Alberts, was present during the 
hearing and, outside of the hearing, improperly suggested a sanction of 10 days 
segregation. 
The sanction given was placement in disciplinary segregation for 10 days, 
suspended for 120 days. However, the ten day sentence was never imposed. Mr. O-Kel-
ly spent no time in disciplinary segregation as a result of this disciplinary conviction The 
length of Mr. O'Kel-ly's sentence was unaffected. Thus, under Schevers and Sandin 
procedural due process protections do not apply. The district comi correctly ruled there 
was no genuine issue of material fact in dispute and that the defendants were entitled to 
judgment as a matter oflaw. 
DOR #060139. Amended Complaint ,r 90-110 (CR 002214). 
This DOR is attached to the affidavit of Kevin Burnett as exhibit C. O'Kel-ly was 
sanctioned for shoving an officer. He alleged in the case below that the disciplinary 
hearing officer refused to assign him a new staff hearing assistant when witness 
statements he requested were not produced. He also alleges that the hearing officer 
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refused to recuse herself after he alleged that she was biased, had lied on a previous DOR 
(#060060 above) and that she improperly allowed Officer Alberts to participate in a 
previous hearing (#060113 above). 
The findings section of the DOR shows that O'Kel-ly wanted witness statements 
from Officer Albe1is (who wrote the body of the report), Officer Marshall, Officer 
Larsen, Physician's Assistant York and Correctional Medical Specialist Popp, all of 
whom declined to give a statement. 
The sanction given was placement in segregation for thirty days with credit for 
time already served in segregation awaiting his hearing. The hearing was held on April 
26, 2006. His release date was set a May 14, 2006--eighteen days after the hearing. The 
time Plaintiff spent in detention is less than the thirty days segregation received in Sandin 
and far less than the fifty- five days received in Schevers. No unusual conditions of 
confinement were alleged by O'Kel-ly. The length of his sentence was unaffected. 
Thus, under Schevers and Sandin procedural due process protections do not apply. 
DOR #060168. Amended Complaint 1111-140 (CR 002216). 
A copy of this DOR is attached to the affidavit of Kevin Burnett is attached as 
exhibit D. O'Kel-ly was sanctioned for putting another inmate's safety in jeopardy. 
O'Kel-ly again alleges that the hearing officer refused to assign him a new staff hearing 
assistant when the assistant failed to procure witness statements he requested and that the 
hearing officer refused to recuse herself when he infonned her he felt she was biased. 
Defendant Roane conducted the DOR hearing. The evidence considered 
included the letter which was reviewed by the hearing officer, O'Kel-ly's statements at 
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the hearing and the written charge itself. The hearing officer also recognized that O'Kel-
ly had a history of unauthorized contact with Mr. Steele. 
The sanction given was placement in segregation for twenty days to be served 
concurrently with the segregation time he was already serving. Again this is well under 
the limit necessary to trigger due process protections. No unusual conditions of 
confinement are alleged by Plaintiff. The length of his sentence was unaffected. Thus 
under Schevers and Sandin procedural due process protections do not apply. 
b. O'Kel-ly's long-term placement in Administrative Segregation. 
The District Court addressed O'Kel-ly's allegation that his due process rights 
were violated by his place in long-tenn segregation. The Court held that institutional 
concerns supported the placement. (CR 002246). While the Idaho has not squarely 
faced the issue of the level of due process required when a prisoner is placed in long tem1 
Administrative Segregation, the United States Supreme Court and the Ninth Circuit Court 
of Appeals have settled this issue long ago. Prisoners placed in Administrative 
Segregation retain limited due process rights regarding such placement. This is due to 
the potentially protracted time period spent in Administrative Segregation as 
differentiated from the comparatively short duration of time nonnally attached to 
disciplinary segregation. 
The threshold inquiry is whether a prisoner has a liberty interest in remaining in 
the general population. In Hewitt v. Helms, 459 U.S. 460, 103 S.Ct. 864 (1983), the 
Supreme Court held that the Due Process Clause standing alone confers no liberty 
interest in freedom from state action taken" 'within the sentence imposed,' "459 U.S., at 
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468, 103 S.Ct., at 869, and that transfer to less amenable quarters for non-punitive 
reasons was "ordinarily contemplated by a prison sentence." Id. 
Also in Hewitt v. Helms the United States Supreme Court defined the contours of 
the procedural protections to which a prisoner is entitled prior to placement in 
administrative segregation. 
"We think an informal, nonadversary evidentiary review sufficient 
both for the decision that an inmate represents a security threat and 
the decision to confine an inmate to administrative segregation 
pending completion of an investigation into misconduct charges 
against him. An inmate must merely receive some notice of the 
charges against him and an opportunity to present his views to the 
prison official charged with deciding whether to transfer him to 
administrative segregation. Ordinarily a written statement by the 
inmate will accomplish this purpose, although prison 
administrators may find it more useful to pem1it oral presentations 
in cases where they believe a written statement would be 
ineffective. So long as this occurs, and the decision maker reviews 
the charges and then-available evidence against the prisoner, the 
Due Process Clause is satisfied. This informal procedure pennits a 
reasonably accurate assessment of probable cause to believe that 
misconduct occtmed, and the "value of additional "fomialities and 
safeguards" would be too slight to justify holding, as a matter of 
constitutional principle" that they must be adopted" 
Id., 459 U.S. 460,476, 103 S.Ct. 864,874 (1983); reversed on other grounds. 
Subsequently, the Ninth Circuit concurred: 
"We conclude that when prison officials initially determine whether a 
prisoner is to be segregated for administrative reasons due process only 
requires the following procedures: Prison officials must hold an informal 
nonadversary hearing within a reasonable time after the prisoner is 
segregated. The prison officials must inform the prisoner of the charges 
against the prisoner or their reasons for considering segregation. Prison 
officials must allow the prisoner to present his views ... 
We specifically find that the due process clause does not require detailed a 
written notice of charges, representation by counsel or counsel-substitute, 
an opportunity to present witnesses, or a written decision describing the 
reasons for placing the prisoner in administrative segregation. (citations 
omitted). We also find that due process does not require disclosure of the 
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identity of any person providing information leading to the placement of a 
prisoner in administrative segregation." 
Toussaint v. McCarthy, 801 F.2d 1100 (9th Cir. 1986). 
Thus, the only process due a prisoner when he is placed in administrative 
segregation is: (1) the prisoner is to be informed of the charges against him or the 
reasons that segregation is being considered; (2) prison officials must hold an 
infomrnl non-adversarial hearing within a reasonable time after the prisoner is 
segregated; and, (3) the prisoner must be allowed to present his views to the 
official charged with deciding whether to transfer him to administrative 
segregation. 
Extended confinement in administrative segregation requires a periodic 
review of the prisoner's status to determine if the reasons for placement in 
segregation continue to exist. The review is necessary to prevent placement in 
administrative segregation from being used as a pretext for the indefinite 
segregation of a prisoner. Hewitt, 459 lJ.S. at 477, n. 9, 103 S.Ct. at 874 n.9 
(1983). 
O'Kel-ly's claims. Amended Complaint~[ 8-29. (CR 002200-2204) 
O'Kel-ly alleged in the case below that he was placed in Administrative 
Segregation without the appropriate level of due process. He admitted to consensual 
sexual activity while in prison (Amended Complaint ir 15). (CR 00220 I). He contends 
lhis activity was permitted because the sexual contact was consensual. To the contrary, 
there is no right to engage in sexual activity in prison. Gerber v. Hickman, 291 F.3d 617, 
620 (9 th Cir, 2002.). Prison staff have a penological interest in preventing inmates from 
engaging in sexual activity with other inmates. Veney v. JiVyche, 293 F.3d 726, 733 (4th 
14 
Cir. 2002). The placement committee at the prison housing O'Kel-ly had particular 
concerns about his relationship with another inmate, Mr. Steele, and that O'Kel-ly had 
previously been identified as a sexual predator in 2003. Amended Complaint~ 14. (CR 
002201) 
IDOC records produced by Defendants in their cross-motion for summary 
judgment before the District Court (and attached hereto as part of the affidavit of 
Kevin Burnett, exhibits E-H) demonstrate that Mr. O'Kel-ly's placement and 
retention in Administrative Segregation were consistent with the legal standards 
set out above. 
O'Kel-ly was referred for placement in Administrative Segregation on 
May 10, 2006. The referral provided forty-eight hour notice of the hearing. 
O'Kel-ly waived the forty-eight hour preparation time provided in the Notice. 
,~ff Burnett, tx. E. 
The Restrictive Housing placement hearing was held on May 11, 2006. 
The Committee considered the following evidence: O'Kel-ly's disciplinary 
record; his prison records from past incarceration; his attitude toward authority; 
his willingness and ability to live with other offenders; his classification (close 
custody at the time) and his documented cuITent and past behavior. A.ff. Burnett, 
Ex. 
The Committee's summary of the evidence noted that O'Kel-ly expressed 
intimate feelings for another offender at ICI-0 and prior sexual predator points 
creating a possible security risk and a Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) 
threat. O'Kel-1y responded to the Committee that he would be in danger if he 
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were moved to the Idaho Maximum Security Institution (IMSI) and that the 
previous PREA designation was unfounded. The Committee unanimously 
recommended placement in Administrative Segregation and forwarded their 
recommendation to Warden Kim Jones who authorize placement on May 12, 
2006. AjJ. Burnett, Ex. F 
Over the next five years Plaintiff was housed at IMSI and remained in 
Administrative Segregation. He had periodic reviews by Restrictive Housing 
Placement Review committee, some of which recommended continued placement 
in Administrative Segregation and approved by the Warden. Ajf. Burnett, Ex. G, 
H, K. and L. Other reviews recommended release from Administrative 
Segregation into general population but these recommendations were rejected by 
the Warden. AjJ. Burnett, Ex. I and J. 
Based on these records, O'Kel-ly received the process he was due prior to, 
and during his placement in Administrative Segregation. He was given notice of 
his placement hearing. A committee considered evidence and O'Kel-ly's 
statement in a non-adversarial hearing. The Committee made a recommendation 
for placement in long-term segregation based on O'Kel-ly's demonstrated sexual 
behavior. O'Kel-ly received periodic reviews of his placement. Based upon that 




For the reasons set forth above, the District Court's Memorandum Decision 
granting defendants' Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment should be affirmed. 
Respectfully submitted this 12 day ofJuly, 2012. 
WILLIAM M. LOOMIS 
Deputy Attorney General 
Counsel for Respondent 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 12th day of July, 2012, I caused to be mailed 
two true and conect copies of the foregoing to 
Lerajjareanra O'Kel-ly 
195 No1ih Higbee Ave 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 
via the United States Mail. 
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WILLIAM M. LOOMIS 
LA WREN CE G. \VASDEN 
Attorney General 
PAUL PANTHER #3891 
Lead Deputy Attorney General 
Corrections Section 
WILLIAM M. LOOMIS #4132 
Deputy Attorney General 
Department of Correction 
1299 North Orchard, Ste. 110 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Telephone (208) 658-2097 
Attorney for Defendants 
APR 2 8 p 
'I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTI:I JUDICIAL DISTRJCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
LERAJJAREANRA O"KELLY, 
PLAJNTIFF, 
KIMBERLY JONES et. al, 
Respondents. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
) 
) Case No. CV-09-7216 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF 






--··-···KEVIN BURl\TETT, be1ngdu1ys,~1orn on oath~-deposes and says: 
1. I am a paralegal employed by the Idaho Department of Correction. I am assigned 
to the Legal Services section. In this capacity I have unfettered access to records maintained by 
the IDOC in the normal course of business. 
2. A "Central File" is maintained on each offender sentenced to the care and custody 
of the IDOC. The file contains records specific to the particular offender. It contains six 
sections. The contents of these sections are as follows: 
Sec. I -Court records and transpm1 orders 
Sec/ 2-Classification/movement records 
Sec. 3-Time computation records, description and escape material, PSI 
Sec. 4-Disciplinary records, emergency data, general correspondence 
Sec. 5-~Education, psychological and other miscellaneous records 
Sec. 6-Parole Commission records 
3. Attached as Exhibits A through L to are true and correct copies documents 
contained Mr. O-Kelly's IDOC Central File. 
Ex. A-DOR #060060 
Ex. B-DOR #060113 
Ex. C-DOR #060139 
Ex. D--DOR #060168 
E-Restrictive Housing Referral Notice dated May 10, 2006 
Ex. F-Restrictive Housing Report of Hearing dated May 11, 2006 
Ex. G-Thirty Day Restrictive Housing Review dated October 30, 2006 
H-IMSI Restrictive Housing Review dated May 7, 2008 
Ex. I-JMSI Restrictive Housing Review-Annual dated July 30, 2008 
J-IMSI Restrictive Housing Review-90 Day dated January 27, 2009 
Ex. K-Restrictive Housing Report of Hearing and Investigation Summary dated 
Ex. Restrictive Housing Report of Hearing and Investigation Summary dated 
September 13, 2010 
4. Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
,/,lot ,/) I 
DATED this Zk · day of //J";?/2£ , 2011. 
I 
Notary Public for 
Residing at ----"=--='--'---~-+r-,--
Commission expires_~_,__-+-'-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I IIEREBY CERTIFY That on the '2' tifi; of April, 2011, I caused to be 
mailed a true and conect copy of the foregoing to: 
0-Kelly #64374 
IMSI 
PO Box 51 
Boise, ID 83 707 
Via Prison Mail Service 
-
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIO, ... /) /,,., rxJ /1:7?) .. 
Pac/Illy: ICl-0 DISCIPLINARY OFFENSE REPORT 2. DOR Log# 
--
:3, Offender Name: 4. IDOC#: 5. Living Unit: 6. Report Dale: 
; · LERAJJAREANRA-0-KEL-L Y 64374 A-block Unit 2 02/10/06 
7. Onie/ Time of Offense: 8. Place of Offense: 9. Offense Category: 10. Offense Code: 
02/02/06 A-Block Administrative 508 
11. Description of offense, including any unusual offender behavior: On 2/10/06 Ra-o-Kelly entered the OHO office and complained 
his legal work had not made il to the court on time. "I had the officer package it, sign this receipt, and mall it for 
me". I asked Ra-0-Kelly if he realized he had just admitted to manipulating staff into circumventing the rules for 
. l]lJ:l[iLQg QUt !~gal work? He said y~s. 
12. Pasl alternative sanctions to date: 
# of verbal warnings 
# of wrlllen warnings 
Other: 
13. Description/disposition of evidence: 
pink copy of offender concern form 
·14. Offender placed in segregation? t8J Yes D No Date: 02/10/06 
15. Name/ Title of reporting employee: ID# 
Sgt. S. Roane 3179 
16. Name/ Title of reviewing supervisor: ID# Signature: ~, ~ Date/ Time reviewed: 
1+ •r-5 /,J ~r I ~Le" y.. !i'f ~ /IIIJ~ 
:0 To be completed by offender upon feceipt ofDisciplina@ffense Report 
17. OFFENDER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: MAY ONLY CHECK 1 BOX 
i_· __ I waive my option for twenty-four-(24) hour preparation time prior to the meeting. 
; ~ I requesl or need a Witness/ Staff-hearing Assistant request fonn. 
0 __ 1 waive my option to have a hearing. I do this willingly, with full knowledge this is to be considered a Guilty Plea, and maximum 
allowable sanctions may be imposed. 
I hereby acknowledge receipl of this DOR b.rl· "'A- ~lure: Date: 
C1..6mL*l'I.!.\ ':)<.h \'f • 
z_- /6·-c,1,, 
Offender should receive disciplinary hearing·no later than 7 working days ofreceipt of the disciplinary offense report, unless extended. 
18. D Offender refused to sign for a copy of this DOR Staff Signature: ID#: ; 9G 7 Date: 
@ I hereby acknowledge delivery of this DOR .... n. - ' ':l. J-,. d - La -a. a_ -
19. Offender Plea: Offender Siomiture: Date f Time: 
·~ ~ ~ A~ ...z_ J'?-ol D Guilty Nol Guilly / ,, · 1 ~~ ~ 
20. Hearing Officer'~ Finding: (Tape# O{;,cXJtff5 ) He4~ffic~ture: ID#: Date f Time: 
,n. Guilty -~ol Guilty D 32-'2-c/' Z-f.Z ~tJ~ /OIZ--Dismissed ~-
21. Sanclion Calegory Sanclion Time 
,$-t/'/J. 
Probation End Date 
A S-dtl:!p.l_ =1_' 
cruli'f fit ~"j ddj/r_ 
B. 
C. 
22, Re~uthority's finding: ~''f'"' ~ly ~;~ Dated: 
D aldL L(__Xu m Affirm D Modify Dismiss ,J~. , ~ 
Serving Distribution: O Disciplinary Hearing Officer 
IJ Central File 
0 Offender 









· iAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION · / 




;2.- t) -fJ ~ 
Offense Category. 
Based Upon Evidence from the Following Sources: 
I Relied Upon the Following Facts for the Finding or Guilt: 
The Sanction Were Imposed for !he Following Reasons: 
L / t,,p/, o/ , ;__r-.-4 -k b~// ~ 
- C,?Mt5 L;;;: ~l,~,u -· / /1.r,cr./~ 7 ..2;-,t:?t;'C. 
I De n ied the Following Wilness(es) Because: 
Hear i ng Officer Signature: . 
/,,,., -
Date and Time of Hearing: 
. .,,.. ·- / -,. _,, / //?/ 7 -
, __, ,' 
Wl'VL8(\_)D~ D ·. 'LGl.ctSG 





Date I Time of Offense: 
-z_ ' I.) 'Z-




REQU!;ST FOR WITN~SSES .. 
DOR Log#; 
Report Date: 
2/ 10 {0(.p 
Offense Cocie / Class· 5 . 
Win••• Nam,: IDOC#: Living Unit: R1J1va.no1 of Wlln111 THUmony: 
~ s,~.., '- ~luu,...\c.o::i~ r,f, "Gl:1,£,f'I-- l.()1.:,,- l-oe"l).,di,~ \,,..,..¼, n-i'-,11 1+-0->I- ,.., 4-nc.,n-1"1li~ ~Lbc,)I... 
lnm1lt Signature: . Date: Z. - t I :Ok 
I Request a Staff Hearing Assistant for the Following Reasons: 
Dile. +o+h:s,.. C:Prnp)r:cd:a5 tnvc.1-i«!, ~'P'J \:?s:k> 'u.?k±"' 5¼.,:(:. r<-m\.-\ll:rp ·Acnod. ix:d:fc~vic,;e :bW':o::s::ls 
vv,;e,. .fu,- ~·.(,e,v-C-\::,,n'j r,.,,~ D'jh'° -1-o Q.c.c.;(.S'::, -k CC;,1,>d c,,, (¼.Se. C}g,ll':'.J';) W)'Y!::} ¾:»c;..,\ ci ;r:_/vv,, b,, 
..:J:::/w, 1-c:.,!a\ gss,sb,v,,CJL.r".".'¢ S-t-,,.q:; l"(.:\:s\110..-bQ"Y'I ·, ttn:;;.+r::e~:t: fktl-sk ,n.~e.jz, ((;,.;,,+~ "E:>ekYlj 
cfi=,,c.,.:.,i s . 
·*1_ t, C Cw,~ h~~ ~ b-e. ·. ~ I -½,,., . 4. l \ Y1 . (.e 
['.~:_";; NptiCI; Q~~,fl"EARING·DATE EXTENSION*~~:] 
Your Scheduled H111r1ng D1!1 Hu BNn Extended for the Following Reuona: 
H11rtng Officer Slgnaturw: Dal•: 
==-•nm11.8 SJgniiurw: - --- ---- -- .Dale: .,..._ --
Your Scheduied Hearing Date Has Been Extended for the Following Reasons: 
Date: 
-
, ~ -: .· ,I 








Offense Code I Class: 
REQUEST FOR. WITNESSES , , 
Wltn11s Nama: IDOCI: Living Unit: Ralavance of Wllneu Tel'tlmony: 
"''"-to31.C3V'1 "'-~,~~ 
lnmatt Slgnahlra: 
~"'"'""' t"G.I\ 11 c,...,. IP\ ,:;..,e;n-tnfi.noh.>ho~ n-iQ...ll~. 
Date: 2:11 --0 le 
I Request a Staff Hearing Assistant for the Following Reasons: 
l)ve ±R ±bx C:.Oropll"'.Xlb:es IVl\JQ\v~ ' rjCo.))'()lj :Tu C.b¼>d'.h ·:hl-f t-e+Gll,c,·hon 
Cr:,c;\ LV\-k°rffy,-e.nc.e :b,,y,;>c:'=".$'> me fu:c :t:il:U',6\i"'l::Jrn'S '"-3b± ::\0 0.CC"e% to C',DD1± 
6D CctSe.. ckalITTt_iU>i:½:, c\eoid cf I/Mfu I/M, (:e,~f:l. a.ss1s,k.ncR C":nd 5+c.ff: r:d:c1l,t:;t,rTY).) 
h-\ 
Inmate Signature: 
ii~ " ':'I-~"'""'-': ._... NOTICE OF HEARIN_G DATE: EXTEN.SION ~ ;I 
Your Scheduled Hearing Date HH Bnn Extended for th• Following Reaon1: 
H11.rfng Officer Signature: Dale: 
-- --- - -lnmall.Slgnalurw· D1t1: - --. 
,NOTICE OFHE~RfNG PATE EXTENSION'~ 
Your Scheduled Hearing Date Has Been Extended for the Foll owing Rea1on11: 
Dete: 
r.:iAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORREL 1iON 
Facility: ICl-0 0lSCIPl..dN~R1/ 0FFENSE:REPORT 
3. Offender Narne: 
OKELLY, LERAJJAREANR.A 
4. ID0C #: 
64374 I 
5. Living Uni:: 
A2/2288 
7. Date I Time or 0ttense: 
03/10/06 
12:57 
8. Place of Ottense: 
• A-2 DAYROOM/ 
FIRE DOOR #155 
9. Offense Categorv: 
ADtvll NISTRATIVE 
0(,.C/13 
2. DOR Log# 
6. Report Date: 
03/16/06 
10. Offense Code: 
6D6 
'D 
11. Description or offense, including any unusual offender behavior: I SAW STEELE 70.611 PUSH A NOTE THROUGH THE UNIT 
1 SIDE OF THE FIRE DOOR. I LOOKED TO THE UNIT 2 SIDE OF THE DOOR AND SAW OKELLY 
STANDING AT IT, AND PULLlt\JG NOTE THROUGH. END OF REPORT. 
12. Past alternalive sanctions to date: 
JI of verbal warnings (0) 
# of written warnings (O) 
other: 1 ONE D.O.R. ON 02/25/2006 FOR TALKING THROUGH THE SAME FIRE DOOR 
13. Description/disposition of evidence: 
BODY OF REPORT/ 1 NOTE IN SERGEANT ANDERSON'S POSSESSION 
14. Offender placed in segregation? 0 Yes t8J No Date: 
15. Name/ TIiie of reporting empioyae: ID# 
JAMES J. RIVERA #2785 
16. Name / Title of re,vlewing supervisor: ID # Date /Time reviewed: 
17. OFFENDER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: MAY ONLY CHECK 1 BOX 
DO o __ , waive my option for twenty•four-(24) hour preparation time prior to the meeting. 
~I request or need a Witness/ Stafl·hearing Assistant request form. 
0 __ 1 waive my option to have a hearing. I do this willingly, with full knowledge this is to be considered a Guilty Plea, and maximum 
allowable sanctions may be imposed. 
I hereby acknowledge receipt of this DOR Offender Signature: Date: 
?,-tl,,/ot.,,, 1-;,,55 
Offender should receive disciplinary hearing no later than 7 wrf Ing days of receipt of the disciplinary offense report, unless extended. 
18. D attender refused to sign for a copy or this DOR Staff Signature: IDlt: &, ) l 7 Date: 
~ I hereby acknowledge delivery of this DOR C.../() }b-L.,.,_, c5 J - / b -0 l, 
19. Ofle der Plea: Date/ Time: 
Guilty ;J Not Guilty 
20, Hearing 0flicer's Finding: (Tape#{!){, 00 7 
)$?Guilty ;J Not Guilty D 
C. 
22. flevie.w Authoril\•'s finding: 
~Affirm D Modify 
Serving Distribution: 
r,,..,,..., ... Llr.~rinn nictril-111tinn· 
D Dismiss 
0 Disciplinmy Hearing 





,vAH0 DEPARTMENT OF C0RRE:v. ,JN 
f 
°᧻Faci1ity: ICl-0 )DISCIPUNARYOFFENSE REP0Rl 
3. Offender Name: 
LERAJJAREANRAOKELL Y 
4. IDOC It: 
64374 I
• 5. Uving Unll: 
A-3 Cell 141 
7. Date / Time of Offense: 
Ol/!16/06 
11:20 
8. Place of Offense: 
Seg Celli 41 
9. Offense Category: 
Disruption-Violence 
I 2. 
6. Report Date: 
Description of offense, including any unusual offender behavior: While doing a cell search of inmate LERAJJAREANRAOKELL Y'S 
seg cell,LERAJJAREANRAOKELL Y used his shoulder to shove me into the door frame of his cell. 
11 . Pas! alternative sanctions to date: 
# of verbal warnings 0 
# of written warnings 0 
Other: 0 
13. Description/disposition of evidence: 
This DOR. 
14. Offender placed in segregation? 
15. Name I Title of reporting employee: ID 4t 
C/O B.C. Alberts ID# 1052 
D Yes 
16. Name/ Title of reviewing sup lsor: ID # 4 'bOO Signature : 
1~ Aio I'\ k,.:,t" e.r L.+. 
~ No Date: 
Date/ Time reviewed: 
-Dlo (J~DO 
Jo be completed by offender upon receipt of Disciplinary Offense Report 
17. OFFENDER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: MAY ONLY CHECK 1 BOX 
~ waive my option for twenty-four-(24) hour preparation time prior to the meeting. ~ a_ .-it,$2 ;/~/ ~/ 
~ request or need a Witness I Staff-hearing Assistant request form. L)c..L..1 ~ b'1 'B~ V /4 ~ 
0 __ I waive my option to have a hearing. I do this willingly, with full knowledge this is to be considered a Guilty Plea, and maximum 
allowable sanctions may be imposed. 
J hereby ackriowledge receipl ol lhis DOR 
Offender should receive disciplinary hearing no later tt1an working days of receipt of the disciplinary offense report, unless extended. 
(2:J, 1 hereby acknowledge delivery or this DOR 




IA ID#: 6179 
Dismissed 
21, Sanction Category nction Time robation End Date 
A-----1-/~U~fr~v~(.t-l--"'I L,_,_tr:;--+-----"-'3.,,,.,,,0.,....__._,.~~~~,-c S.______?-r Dtdrrlinu. Sc/rte/ 
... B .. '"'-",' ~--------------'<;;6.,,,.,..l.{..,_.1:_,.__,.:1;._-__ L-1-i---\;rO\V-~~. 
C 
22. Review Authority's finding: 
0Amrm [J Modify 
23. Probationary Sanction Invoked 
0 Dismiss 
DOR Log#: __________ _ 
Sanction: __________ _ Invoked by: 
Serving Distribution: 
D,-,,..t i-lnc,rinn nic,trih11tinrl' 
O Disciplinary Hearing Officer 





' Report Date: ____ _ 
Date Invoked: ____ _ 
. IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORREG -
·- · . .-· 
·,= acillty: FINDINGS OF FACT & SANCTION IMPOSITION· ~ 
/, l)r'ri~ c.5k-knc,,,rJ- po 6Jo4 or /o/ad-
'@ /nMq ~ -/c.,6-l-;mon J · 
I Relied Upon the Following Facts for the Finding or Guilt: 
[i) Omce.13 S~-h./YJe,,.. d:s 1>0 ·Z3oo/1 
@ /r1mC-Ak8 j-eJd-;f'Ylr:in7 .. 
I 
I 
The Sanctions Were Imposed for the Following Reasons: 
{j) 'f3e,,/2c,._,(}f u r /fl~ c/ I? cah t):0 
{i) U81-eI ol /Vl 1 /ar rkfi ()71-J /,-.) ~ /4.o¾,-u__ 
3 µo.-li,..r-(__ o fl o /H11 s c_ 
I Denied the Following Witness(es) Because : /r;mu Jc_ ~a.11,kc Srlcc/c,J1en fs vJ ('_, tfc,,._;, -~!:/-- ·I - - -
- - -% - -;4lbcf-f-y-----~-1~5"C--8zlu-rr--a7-61'11-h~-, - fjfrcPP---!/3~e2~ •--
o/o f(JarohP- If 
% &rs~--t--J 
/J. Ii fork 
CrYl S /Jopf. 
Hearing Officer Signalu_!J;: 
-C::::--J _ _f_ ~-
'J 
Facl lll . Cl-0 
3. Offender Name: 
LERAJJAREANRA-0-KEL-L Y 
7. Dale/ Time of Offense: 
04/14/06 
8. Place of Offense: 
unit 3 day room 
,1:---ri,oeit:- · ·· · · 
64374 
9. Offense Category: 
Administrative 
-5. Living Unit: 
A-block Unit 3 
6. Report Date: 
04/27/06 
de: 
--1:1: Description orcJffeffse;-In·cIuding·any unusual-offender -behavior:..lnmateJ.ERAJJAREANRA-0-KELL Y passed etter through 2 
inmates and another unit to get revenge against Steel#70611 for owing him money for legal work.The letter gives 
information to other inmates about Steels charges, which potentially puts steels safety in danger. 
LERAJJREANRA-0-KEL-L Y received 2 dor's for attempting contact with Steel in less then 60 days. Inmate 
SteeI#70611 stated he feels he is being stalked by LERAJJAREANRA-0-KEL-L Y. 
12. Pasl alternative sanctions to date: 
# of verbal warnings 
# of written warnings 
Other: 2 DOR'S 
13. Description/disposition of evidence: 
LETTER PASSED TO STEEL THAT WERE INTERCEPTED BY STAFF 
14. Offender placed In segregation? ~ Yes D No 
15. Name/ Title of reporting employee: ID# 
Sgt. Driskill 1569 
16. Name I TIiie of reviewing supervisor: ID# 
Date: 4/14/06 
Date I Time reviewed: 
.,..---
• I,,../( '/-2 7- crC / z.o?J .dr.r: 
17. OFFENDER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: MAY ONLY CHECK 1 BOX 
DD 
o __ l waive my option for twenty-four-(24) hour preparation time pr" e meeting. 
~quest or need a Witness/ Slaff-hearing Assistant requ st form . f}f/r;..c,,f-u:} 






o;t:~sb~~;osed ~e: l) e_ _,_,~"'""'"~ 
18. E'.J?der refused to sign for a copy of this DOR 
[d I hereby acknowledge delivery of lhis DOR 
19. 
20 . fficer's Finding: (Tape# t,C, 00 9 A ) 
Guilly O Not Guilty D Dismissed 
Date: 
·21-:- - - - - -Sanction.Categoc:y__ S nction Time Probation End Date 
A. Cao 2 a ---~ JuLf 3~I111c;im,,01::1'.v-----0w:rcn::T·--5}e.pJ--*1<1_ 
B. __________________ ___ ___________________ _ 
C. 
22. Review Authority's finding : 
!CrAffinn D Modi~· 
SP.rvino Distribution: 
D Dismiss 
0 Disciplinary Hearing Officer O Offender 






.•. l ( 
·· n.;,4~HO DEPARTMENT OF CORRE\:, ,;QN 
_Facility: ICl-O DISCIPLINARY OFFENSE REPORT 
3. Offender Name: 5. Living Unit: 
LERAJJAREANRA-O-KEL-L Y I
. 4. IDOC#: 
64374 A-block Unit 3 
7. Date J Time of Offense: 
D4/14/06 
i 8. Place of Offense: 
unit 3 day room 
9. Offense Category: 
Adm lnistrative 
2. DOR Log# 
I 6. Report Date: 
: 04/27/06 
de: 
11. Description of offense, including any unusual offender behavior: Inmate LERAJJAREANRA-O-KELL Y passed etter through 2 
inmates and another unit to get revenge against Steel#70611 for owing him money for legal work.The letter gives 
information to other inmates about Steels charges, which potentially puts steels safety in danger. 
LERAJJREANRA-O-KEL-L Y received 2 dor's for attempting contact with Steel in less then 60 days. Inmate 
Steel#70611 stated he feels he is being stalked by LERAJJAREANRA-O-KEL-L Y. 
12. Past alternative sanctions to date: 
# of verbal warnings 
# of written warnings 
Other: 2 DOR'S 
13. Descriptlon/disposJOon of evidence: 
LETTER PASSED TO STEEL THAT WERE INTERCEPTED BY STAFF 
14. Offender placed in segregation? r8J Yes D No 
15. Name / TIiie of reporting employee; ID# 
. _SaLDr.iskill ._J5,6..£i 
2. Date and Time Item Confiscated: 
3. Location Where Item Was Found: 
~< 
4. Name and Number of Inmate: 
PR~ 'if 
5. IR Log Number: 6. Shift Supervisor on Duty: 
l;i . 7. Physical Descriplion of Item: Condition: 
,(j'- ~ , 
Good l'fJ Fair [ ] Poor f j 
8. Location of Item Pending 
Designation ...... Shelf: JJ - z_ 
10. Final Disposition of I lem: 11. 
WHITE 
D Nol Gullly D Dismissed 
21. Sanction Calegory 
-----A._JaO 2 IJ: 
Date: 4/14/06 
~·late I Time reviewed: 
~-27-uC /Z5?:I /4r.r: 
~ In mcJoi> 
a Guilty Plea 
Date: 
ss extended. 
B. ______________________________________ _ 
C. 
22. Review Authority's finding: 
UAffirm Modify 
Serving Distribution: 
JI I ___ :, __ ,.... nfr- .. rih11fir\t-,• 
D Dismiss 
0 Disciplinary Hearing Officer 






·, ' . - -
. - ~1· IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORREC~ - -; 
F acll1 1y: 
I t/.0 EINDINGS OF FACT & SANCTION IMPOSITION 
Ba ad Upon Evidence from !he Following Sources: 
(!) R epor-h "'d off, c e rt1, £N r, H fA-J .s-/c.-lc.n1, " 
® \ r'I r"'\."-. t"(A 5 ~--k,tV\e,,'\ + Jv.. ( I '1 h e.Gk/ 1 U' 
@ Le,,+-\ et ~" v J , "'-!a eu , J c~n Le. . 
I Relied Upon the Following Facts for the Finding Of Guilt: 
Cl) Q epo r +, ,-,._~ OPP, Le.IJ W r, +,)v:i c,--Ji,. b rn+ , r 'B ,JI o 11- ~ d(f , 
{J) In n'\_C,L -ks S ~-k,rnL"'·1J J~,, J ~ UL r' NJ~ , 
@ 1 () 0'\ o,A·c # {p 4 3 ~ L/ '.s Joe urn e,,,""W h l 'iYW flJ a ~ "b r'e_CA lid r~ \ ~s ¾, 
U.f\'1tALT , n ""-c,) rL B-\--e.e._ L tj:. 7 b 0 ' \ 
The Sanctions Were Imposed for the Following Reasons: 
(D b e./---0-._0 la r n1cci1 Kc..~+1 \Jr---' 
@ j) o\-c_r O I YY\ I\ CA ( c,__e,·t1() /\-'::) \1'.;1 f'v_.._"T\-V( 
QJ 10 C(tut-L 6 C:-- c) VJ'.= Bf\-K___ 
·--- _I Denied the Following Wllness(es) Because : --- -
NO 
Hearing Officer Signature: 
,-..._ "' 
Date ancf Tir;rJ'e/of Hearing: 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
PRISONS DIVISION 
RESTRICTIVE HOUSING REFERRAL NOTICE 
DATE: S)1alotp 
m Lt 1-0.. Jtre.t..vc vn. -0- /!,dli_} 1 ooc No. I.A3 7 J 
FROM:_--:-'. .. ~ ~~V61f)---
J:lff 0usin9 Referral Chair Person 
"LC2C-0 
RE: Referral to Restrictive Housing 
You have been referred to the restrictive Housing Placement Committee. Within ten (1 O) 
days and after forty-eight (48) hours of receipt of this notice, you will have the opportunity 
to attend a hearing to determine whether or not .placement in restrictive housing is 
appropriate. Your entire central file and prior criminal history may be considered .by the 
.committee in making a decision. 
THE REASON FOR THIS REFERRAL IS: 
#- · To protect you from .other offenders. 
~ To protect other offenders from you. 
c+g: To stabilize a volatile or difficult situation. 
( ) To facilitate a criminal/administrative investigation. _ 
( ) To provide a cooling-off period for agitated, confrontive or combative 
offenders. 
( ) To medically isolate you. 
( ) To separate you as a special needs offender. 
TYPE OF HOUSING BEING CONSIDERED: 
~ Administrative Segregation 
~ Protective Custody 




Team Case Managemenl File 
3190201001, A!tact1ment B 
,..,_, .:~~,../, 1 ') '.)("\("\'.) 
-
{L VV\J),, CL (9)'-
\ '\ 
4g hou 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
PRISONS DIVISION 
RESTRICTIVE HOUSING REPORT OF HEARING 
OFFENDER NAME: Ok€ l Cl/ IDOC ND.: d:: f 3 7 f 
DATE oF HEARING: 5--;1 - et:. TTIME oF HEARING: 1 oo o 
STAFF REPRESENTATIVE: ( ) Yes (\/No ( ) Assigned by Staff 
Name of Staff Representative:.-'-'!'!-_· ____________ _ 
EVIDENCE RELIED UPON DURING HEARING: 
f)G'/ Disciplinary Record 
f4 Priso,~,Be,cords from past Incarceration 
( ) Psychological Information 
'(J4_ Attitude Towards Authority 
( ) lnslltutional Record on Work Assignments 
( ) Adjustments lo Institutional Programs 
()9... Willingness and Ability to Live with Other Offenders 
( ) Programming 
"4.._ Classification 
~ Documented Behavior and Past Behavior 
( ) Escape Risk 
( ) Drug Trafficking 
( ) Disruptive Group Involvement 
RECOMTN DISPOSITION: ;/1,tU,E 
Placement In Administrative Segregation 
( Placement in Protective Custody 
( ) Placemen! for Special Needs 
( ) Placement in Administrative Segregation Under Sentence Of Death 
REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION (include dissenting opinions of committee) 
ff-EA <!oNC!E/2.Als,. S4 Fb T:f a»~1'5'. 6!F 7l!£ 2vo 17 7V7?6N 
Restrictive Housing Placement Committee: C /- 0/ / ~ ' 
Chair: ~ Placement Recommended ( ) Placement Not Recommended~ r;J:(lk.,,(~ 
Member: Placement Recommended ( ) Placement Not Recommended cfj  
Member: Placemen! Recommended ( ) Placement Not Recommended _ / 
,._::;..q , (': j..,<,..{!. I c_ 
FINAL DISPOSITION: . / ' 
~ Placement Authorized 
( ) Placement Nol Authorized 
( ) Placement Amended as Follows: ____________ _ 
.... _.Date 
FOR OFFENDERS UNDER SENTENCE OF DEATH ONLY: 
Direclor Dale 
Distribution: Original Central File Copies Offender, TCM FIie and Prisons Division 
3190201001, Allachment C 
r,_.,;..,,,..,.f f)t~ 'Jt'.l fl~ ~-Fife 
J 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
PRISONS DIVISION 
THIRTY DAY RESTRICTIVE HOUSING REVIEW 
Facility:-'-'-lfv1__,__S-+) ___ Review Date: )0' 30 · 'O G Review Time: rz.,1 s 
Q~fynder Name: OKEL.Li' IDOC Number: 6 :i 'b 1 L{ __,_~--'---=---'-------
SUMMARY OF REVIEW: 
Staff Comments (Behavior/Original Reasons for Segregation): 
ft~ t.o~ c...SRN '? . SA f c"t:1 c: o t--.'.i c...6~-,s-, ------, 
Offender 
Recommended Disposition: 
X Recommend Continued Placement 
Ad Seg --
-- Protective Custody 
--Recommend Release to Custody: ____________ _ 
~ommendation Approved 
·on: 
Central File, TCM File, Offender 
3190201001, Attachment E 
IMS/ Restrictive Housing Review 
Date .. -tf-z:f"'"-tCF$ ····. ·· ·. ·· ·Time -2:?fa'Z~o · · -- -- ·· -- -. ·· ·· ---~--- --
Offender Na~ne ·1211eX . ]DOC#_::.....,..,,""---,."-.,<--
Housing Assignment $ '/ 7 Custody Level _C___,__&~/-~~;: ____ _ 
Central ·File /-CTS Review 1 
Date of Placement .52/ C--o Ce Reason rt FA- - ?,0'),;/a tt 5,efµp} ,&/4,,dbf 
-----curreiiTRHuY,Z,:,' ___ AcfSeg'Piacement Fonn 'S-igneaoyWaraen it;; . Current~~--ft3:---·--------··· 
I 
Alerts: ¢,-; ;@L · Mental Health ConsideratiorvG-6..uc .. · · . . 
Behavior in Ad Seg 4/4., ~PJ;; w/4,k r M ~ ~/Wakk ~s,~cz~.;,.,AJ 
A,/d 5tlfkf:1 ,6c2ct:ltJ;. · . . · . · . . . 
Review i::mit~tee Mem'/j~ers ~:J: ~ number -=-,;._:;;_....--
Member~ r;v:.._· -I,<------ number 










___ ·····_··_-~To~v~e~stti:.1g:,':"a .... ti~on..,.s,___ __ ··-_-_·_·--:=_=_····_···=~~~--------------· =D~epillY_....,W-'-'a=i=de=· n~------·-···· _······_·····-_-_-_-::_-_--:=_·-_-_--
FACILITY HEAD REVIEW 
~ommendation Approved 
Recommendation Denied 
Recommendation Modified as follows: 
I ,) 
. :-:::·- ~· ·~ .... . ., . . . . . . . ·.· ; · . 
-.. - . - .---:7'.'"-:'."----. 
liMl"'I"" 
___ ._.-., 
IMSI RESTRICTIVE HOtr0i1~G REVIEW - 90 Day 
01/13/09 Time 0915 
·---------CC·=·===~----·-··---·--··--·- - --- ---~ -- ------------------y-~~--- --
Offender Name _ Leraliareanra-o-kel-ly IDOC # 64374 -------
Housing Assignment --=----A-2-63 Custody Level Close · 
Central File/ CJS.Revie:w 
Date of Placement OSI] 112006 Reason PR.EA Alert - Predatory Inmate 
----·· - ----Gurrnn t.:.R}.J Q, [g)--------.A d.Seg-P.I acement.Eorm.S i gned. by..:.Warden.~ _______ ...J:'.J1rr..e.nt Classification JRL_ ·---
Alerts ~ Mental Health Consideration D Yes [gJ No 
Behavior in Ad-Seg Offender l1as ~ot received a11y DO Rs since 04/27 /2006:. Offender afoo has few entries. in CIS 
regarding innapropriate behavior. 
Review Comm\ttee Comments Offender was respectful toward committee member during hearing. Offender objected to 
the participation of PSRS Pfeifer in his Administrative Segregation Hearing. Offender was informed that his objection would 
be noted. 
_ Offender Comments· Offender stated he was unfairly placed in administrative segregation arid that he:expects to-be'··. . 
released from prison in seven months due to cfne of his pending lawsuits. Offender stated that he would be rriiriimum points in 
April 2009. Offender also stated that he needed protective custody due to his crime and that he was concerned for his safety at 
JMSf due to his crime. 
Review Committee Recommendations: 
D Recommend Continued Placement in Administrative Segregation 
D Recommend Continued Placement in Protective Custody 
[Zl Recommend Release to Custody 
D Other: 
Reason:for Recommendation Offender has had one DOR since 2006, and no behavior issues while in segregation. 
Committee recomendsreleaseto custody. 
Review Committee Members: 
Chair PSRS Pfeifer Assoc.# 7984 
Member Lt. Greenland Assoc.# 1804 
Member CIO KmmJ1lo Assoc.# 9350 
Member Psych-Tech Heinrich Assoc.# 0774 
Administrative Review: 
ecommend Approval ) 1 , I +,- .JD A I ,} ,t--b:Jv/!f j-µ-c/ /2 /(J ----
ecommend Denial - :t>v.:.L "i"' f'\.U ~Wf\ 'b1-tLtQJi,,.ri»v:J] ryS (Lf)f-€1A 
ther /cf (i'fa.J I fr /( e_[/ .P....'(1} rr 0Jn. /1n,1i_ Jift_r-/. 
- ..... ·~······ ·----~-~-
J<'ACILITY HEAD REVIEW: 
Recommendation Approved 
Reconunendation Denied 
Recommendation Modified as follows: 
--t '- 2. 7 ~ cJ ~ 
Date 
Idaho Department of Correction 
Restrictive Housing Report of Hearing and Investigation Summary 
Offender Name: ,(,C-C<ZJ!a.rc:::an oz - P · /;-e/. ~ IDOC #: ~rf.,~4-'--=3-'-7_4.,_ __ _ 
Facility: _l_iv1_SI ___ Daie of Hearing: 9~ n-rr--, time of Hearing: I'/· I z ·CJ9 
Staff Representative Requested: Yes No Assigned by Committee 
Name of the Staff Representative: -----------
Purpose of Hearing: 
§ Administrative Segregation Placement Hearing Administrative Segregation Review Hearing Administrative Segregation .Annual Review hearing 
Evidence relied upon during hearing: 
8 Adjustments to institutional programs Attitude towards authority 
Classification 
Disciplinary record 
Disruptive group involvement 
Documented behavior and past 
Drug trafficking 
Summary of Evidence & Testimony: 
Staff: 
Distribution 
Oriqinal: to cenlral file 
r. _" .::: __ . 1- ~.-,-,l...-l'"'!.""' hr.,,,,;,,.,.., ,...,...ri T0t,/ filn 
Escape risk 
Institutional record on work assignments 
Prison records from past incarcerations 
Programming 
Psychological information 
lllingness and ability to live with other offenders 
CVUIOIT /~ 
{,, - Idaho Department of Correction 
Restrictive Housing Report of Hearing and Investigation Summary 
Recommended Disposition: 
R Placement in administrative segregation , Release to General population 
M Placement in protective custody n Continue Current Placement in Protective Custody e:· Continue Current Placement In Administrative Segregat'lon 
LJ Placement in administrative segregation under sentence of death 
Reason for Placement: 
To Protect Offender 
To Protect Other Offenders 
...-i To Stabilize a Volatile Situation 
To Preserve the Integrity of a Criminal/Administrative Investigation 
To Provide a Cooling Off Period for Agitated, Confrontational. or 
Combative Behavior 
Restrictive Housing Placement committee: Placement 
~ Associate#: __ ;_~;-~_ Chair: Member: 
Member: 
Member: ------------







Fin I Disposition: 
Recommendation Authorized 
Recommendation Not Authorized 
Placement amended as follows: 
... - . - .. 
§ Not Recommended Not Recommended Not Recommended 
Not Recommended 
~-~~~-.. _.---_-_-__ ··-· __ ··_· -------=--··-----=---=---=-----.:__-_-11___,/r7iz_0e1f-·· ----~ 
Facility Head Date 
7 I 
Distribution 
Originai: to central file 
,... __ • __ • ,_ ~~~1~',...1·",... 1 ............... -,"',... ·r,r,-1,,1, fH,.. 
'[-
Idaho Department of Correction 
Restrictive Housing Report of Hearing and Investigation Summary 
Offender Name: O-Kel/y ID0C #: 64374 
Facility: IMS/ Date of Hearing: 9-13-2010 
Slaff Representative Requested: Yes C No 
Name of the Staff Representative: 
Purpose of Hearing: 
Administrative Segregation Placement Hearing 
Administrative Segregation Review Hearing 
Administrative Segregation Annual Review hearing 
Evidence relied upon during hearing: 
Adjustments to institutional programs 
x Attitude towards authority 
Classification 
x Disciplinary record 
Disruptive group involvement 
x Documented behavior and past (PREA) 
. Drug trafficking 
Summary of Evidence & Testimony: 
Staff: 
Assigned by Committee 
Escape risk 
Institutional record on work assignments 
Prison records from past incarcerations 
Programming 
Psychological information 
Willingness and ability to live with other offenders 
Mr. 0-Kelly has multiple counts of sexual offenses with minor males prior to coming to prison. While in prison, he also 
had multiple sexual contacts with young males of impressionable nature. It is considered expedient that he be 
administrative! se re ated for the safet of others who are otentiall ex osed to his behaviors. 
Offender: 
Mr 0-Kelly does not agree with the placement and wants documentation of the process. He wanted to dispute the 
process based upon interpretations of legal opinion in his case. I advised that I am not in a position to discuss the 
legal aspects as it is not my arena to do so. I explained that I understand his frustration but our purpose was to 
communicate to him any pertinent information that was relative to his PREA designation as being predatory, and not 
make decisions that are better left to legal professionals. He advised that he hopes we can figure out a way to get him 
some liberation from ad-seg, stating ''I'd hate to leave here with animosities, because four and a half years of ad-seg 
is oettinq to me". 
Recommended Disposition: 
Placement in Administrative Segregation 
Release to General population 
----- --- Placement-in-protective-custody--~·----
·---· ·- -continlJeCmrenrPlacemennnProtectiveCustoa~y---------
x Continue Current Placement In Administrative Segregation 
Placement in administrative segregation under sentence of death 
Reason for Placement: 
To Protect Offender 
To Protect Other Offenders 
LJ To Stabilize a Volatile Situation 
Distribution 
Original: to central file 
EXHrsrr_L:s,.,....,,.,.. ___  __ 
Idaho Department of Correction 
Restrictive Housing Report of Hearing and Investigation Summary 
D 
To Preserve the Integrity of a Criminal/Administrative Investigation 
To Provide a Cooling Off Period for Agitated, Confrontational, or 
Combative Behavior 
Restrictive Housing Committee: 
Chair: DW Bennett 
Member: PSRS Dale Jones 
Member: Sgt. Overgard 
Member: Clinician Hansen 




















Recommendation Not Authorized 
Place amended as follows: 
Distribution 
Original: lo central file 
,.-.._-:~~, '- .. ~,.~,.:,...,;.,,.. h,....,,1,....;..,,...., ...,,...,.{ TT•f..A Ill,-., 
Date 
